
MAHNKE 2001 SUMMARY

The organization of this chapter begins with a summary of three tion (mahnke, ) or the threat that the external contract
provider will become a competitor.

Dave uses a pod to recover Frank's body. The news report is about them and their ship, the Discovery, 80
million miles from Earth. While he's away, a computer malfunction alert goes off and the life signs of the
three hibernating astronauts flat-line. He's sorry he'll miss her party but asks her what sort of present she
wants; she asks for a bush-baby. Three turning points in evolution happen simultaneously: proto-humans learn
to kill with weapons, to hunt using weapons and eat meat, and to walk upright. The black monolith appears in
the center of the room. The sixth member of the crew is the HAL computer, which can talk and mimic the
human brain. At night the apes huddle in fear among the rocks. Hal also wishes Frank a happy birthday. A
display reads "Life functions terminated. Dave goes to the pod bay as Hal says he doesn't know what
happened. He uses the pod's arms to open the door, then lines up the pod's hatch with the opening. Now that
you are in Jupiter's space and the entire crew is revived it can be told to you. Hal's performance is a nod to a
speech synthesis project at Bell Laboratories in which an IBM was programmed to sing the same song. They
go through a voiceprint security check in which Floyd identifies his destination: the moon. A magnetic object
was found and excavated. A Pan-Am space shuttle approaches a large spinning space station, its revolutions
mirroring those of the ape's spinning bone. Suddenly a video screen comes on and plays a recording of Dr.
Next door in a similarly styled bathroom, Dave looks at himself in a mirror. Dave also wonders how Hal will
react, because no unit has ever been disconnected before. He tries to explain the need for secrecy and the
epidemic cover story. Superman then endures a vicious beating at the hands of the Elite, one that appears to
annihilate him. Dave turns off all the pod's communications switches and the two men share their worries
about Hal. Dave releases Frank's body and maneuvers the pod to the emergency airlock hatch. Its origin and
purpose are still a total mystery. Jupiter Mission 18 Months Later A long narrow spacecraft moves through
space, its parabolic antennae pointing backwards. Soundtrack: Johann Strauss' Blue Danube waltz. They are
led by a British telekinetic of immense power named Manchester Black , and include Coldcast, who can emit
tremendous amounts of energy, Menagerie, who is symbiotically bonded with a number of demonic-looking
beasts covering her body called symbeasts, and a magician named The Hat who whose magical abilities are
centered upon his fedora. The pod ends up somewhere in time and space in a bedroom with a luminous white
floor and furniture in the style of Louis XVI. A leopard attacks an ape. Bowman leaves the Discovery in
another EVA pod. Back in the bedroom someone is sitting at a table eating. Now in a helmet, Dave goes to the
computer room and climbs into an access compartment. Dave says he'll return to the ship through the airlock;
Hal replies that Dave will find that difficult without his helmet -- which, indeed, Dave forgot in his hurry to go
after Frank. The computer expresses some concern about the mission and secrecy. Hal pleads for himself as
Dave pulls crystals from the memory center. The synopsis below may give away important plot points.


